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About This Game

Zombie Killtime is a fast-paced, action-packed, zombie platform shooter with 4 player coop gameplay. Survive against endless
waves of zombies with your friends as you upgrade your guns and earn new ones.

Features

 Very fast-paced gameplay

 Four player co-op, locally or online

 Over 20 different weapons, each with a unique style

 More explosions than a phone in a microwave

 Zombies with special abilities, like being able to shoot you with actual guns instead of just standing there

 Completely customizable characters; Become Santa Claus or an alien from space, it's your choice

 Full blown level-editor to customize your own Zombie Killtime experience and play it online with friends!
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Can't recommend this Game but first of all the Pro's:

-Character Customization is decent.
-Characters itself look okish.
-The Class System seems promising.
-No Tab targetting.
-Good Optimization

Now we come already to the many Con's:
-No Tabtargetting and yet ''Press 0-9 to use Skill XY''
-Genderlock doesn't work here at all.
-To much running around in Town.
-Controls are clunky
-Gameplay is clunky
-everything feels clunky
-Leveling feels pretty slow.
-Gamepad is supported, but makes no sense at all.
-P2W (Gear\/Weapons and whatnot buyable with real Moneyz.)
-Doesn't save Graphic Settings

Overall the Game feels like a Prototype that could've turned into a good Game, but just didn't. The Class System seemed nice,
the Character Creation was ok, but f.e the Tutorial started already... Lame. It could've been ''something'', but it's just not.

I played a total of 2,5 Hours. That was enough for me, to make a myself a Picture about the Game.

*Steam did not reckognize the Game anymore after the first Start. Whatever was the Reason, I don't know.. its a load of rubbish
. Casting is usless with no rod setups or any way of changing things it pretty boring. Who Is Mike - A Visual Novel is a free
visual novel. It worked for Win 10, looked ok, played ok, sounded ok. Has sound fx and background music that changes with
the scene. The artwork style is Western and the text is english. The story is more horror / thriller.
Has nine ending which give out a total of 22 CGs. Check the guide out to finish the game.

Try it if you like VNs and tired of the asian artwork and themes.

For more info:
http://www.indiedb.com/games/who-is-mike. Resembles the movie Heat pretty well, I like that.. A very nice gane of horror, if
you like gething scared ,this game its worth it 9 to 10. Some cool options and it's only a buck. Since BRINK is free now, I just
went ahead and got all the DLC they offered. Some great options IMHO for customization and weapons. Just adds to the fun of
this game!. VR is amazing. This is like a nintendo DS game that has a broken stylus made into a full blown VR game.

The perfect gift for a kid you really dislike. Just get them an old gameboy and pokemon original instead.. if you have a kid in
the house , u should probably buy this game to your kids
Enjoyable but they only creat 4 animal to paint .
THIS GAME IS NOT FOR ADULT!!!. The game has a solid bottom where everything is arranged to make a good horror game,
so why stop there? The graphics, sound design and voice actor are OK. You can play the game several times to get different
endings so you can recieve all the achievements, and I might do that myself, but the game length is way too short, and the
environment to play in is very small. It`s not that fun, or an exciting game to play several times. Why, because it`s not much of
gameplay other than pick up some stuff (even that pretty limited). It`s more of a walking simulation game. Nothing wrong with
that, but when it`s not much to explore either you`ll understand that the game lacks engagement and needs to get richer on
basically everything. And it doesn`t really build up to anything, like a horror climax. Yes the atmosphere is tense at times, but
it`s not scary. The game wont let you start to feel the horror on you. In other words it was in the end of the game I started to feel
the horror, and it should have gone way further from there. So what I`m saying is everything seems half finish. The storyline has
also great potential and could have been interesting if you went more in depth with it.. NASCAR Heat 3 takes what Heat 2 did,
and adds on it...
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+New Dirt Series
+Improved Carrer Mode
+Spectator View Online
+Ablility to rotate camera in-game
+Highlight Reel post-race

Now, one thing I was hoping for was a better paint booth (similar to Inside Line), but it was similar to the one in Heat 2 instead.
Another thing that bugs me is that when I put two tires on the apron, the entire car spins. One of the things hear the most when
this game is critized is "engine sounds". Who f#&king cares, it not like it effects the way the car drives.

All in all, I believe that this is the best the NASCAR Heat series has ever been, and I can't wait to see what 704 does going
forward.
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Although I went through just one path in the gameplay, I feel like I took just a little detour to the final ending, and I didn't like
that. To be honest, I'd love to keep this game, but only if it's price tag would be a bit lower, probably simmilar to Invisible
Apartment Zero. I'm really sorry to say, that I requested refund, but that is the simple truth, while it pains me to admit it... While
I would recommend this game, because the writing is excellent, it has it's flaws, still saying "yes" on recommendation. If I knew
this, I probably wouldn't request refund, but I didn't, and that made all the difference.. This game is hard to review, I would give
it a meh\/10 if I could as its very strong in some areas and completly misses the mark in others.

Its a space combat game, so no rpg elements here which for me is a great thing. The fact that this works well with a xbox
controler is also a strong plus.

Interesting combat, with lots of different missons and objectives. and the Damage model is awesome how you can get cracked
displays and your guns become damaged.

Gameplay is like a solid 8\/10 and well worth your time.

The negatives are the visuals, everything has this low resolution texture feel, with explosions looking particually poor which is
contrasted with the amazing cockpit designs.

Also for some reason that I cant quite work out the story is told with these really wooden manga\/visual novel style anime stills
which look very out of place and really dont gel with the rest of the visual theme.

I picked this up in the summer sale for \u00a33.59 and at that price its worth your time if you like things like starlancer or wing
commander.

Its a little rough around the edges but the actual gameplay is solid. The dev's also kindly added a demo so because its a little
rough I would try before you buy.

7\/10. I'm on the fence on this one. The idea of Crayon Physics meets platforming intrigued me. The puzzles are pretty good,
and the devs are generous (maybe a little too much) to provide the solutions to each puzzle in the form of a jigsaw puzzle in-
game. But often, I'll have a solution in mind but not be able to execute it, and I can't tell whether the fault is with my solution or
with the pixels not being aligned just right. To get a piece of a solution to work usually takes a dozen tries. This isn't helped by
the fact that the character can't seem to swim in shallow waters or hop over an obstacle that's just a little too high.

A good concept, but I'd only recommend it when it's on sale.. TL;DR - Great game for a quick mind challenge!

Dawn of a Soul is a tricky mathematical puzzle game. It starts out straightforward and easy but the learning curve is steep and
after only a couple of minutes your brain will start smoking. In a time when a lot of indie games are simple "pay to win" games
this is a refreshing experience.

The visuals are great and very rewarding. Considering this has been developed by a single person makes the game even better!.
multiplayer doesn't work, can't submit turn, can't see other players take their turn, refund requested. this game is so lame i cant
even describe it i cant beleave even steam would sell it they should pay me to play it. https://youtu.be/DXtV-8TUvDI

HEALTH WARNING: I am not given to hypoberle or over reaction but after recording the above game footage, my eyes were
painful and I was getting weird flashes for about five minutes after wards. This has never happened before ever for any game.

This game has the worst stuttering mouse control of any game I have ever played. To remove this bizarre stutter you need to dial
the mouse sensitivty down so low that you will give yourself RSI from just trying to turn around. There is no middle ground here
either. It is a choice of wrist pain or eye damage. The effect is made even worse from this awful light corolla effect that just
magnifies the pain.

What little I was able to play was bascially your typical unity horror game with little to stand out from the crowd, ugly graphics
and with rather long load times. This game would be average at best even without the effect of making the player ill.
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Really would advise you to avoid this game even if you see it on a sale, if you have any love of your eye sight or RSI free wrists.
AWFUL experience.. Bad enough to be considered good. I love it. 10/10. Aside from missing a few odds and ends this package
already contains an impressive assortment of tools for building many types of games. The space\/sci fi kit is huge, it also has
things like map builders and "snes looking sprite" character builders. My only complaints are that the game kits are not fully
fleshed out, so you will not be able to get 100% of your resources from this.

With that said, just some amateur GIMP\/Photoshop skills and this package will keep you busy making custom game content. It
all fits togethers like legos. I literally just drag drop things into my layout editor. I really like it, and I'm excited that they will
add more.

Massive space set, great quality, lots of animations, ships, parts, backgrounds, etc all look great at 720p

Assortment of things that are not as expansive such as a map builder, rpg icons, some avatars.

The only downside is that things aren't fleshed out. Sprites have walk only animations and the ground builders do not match the
art style. Creating these things would take considerable work for an amateur. The space kits has more ships than necessary but
lacks some things like icons for common gui elements or space inventory. You still have to get your elbows dirty if you're
looking to complete a game.

If you're sick of being uninspired by using your own programmer art, I highly reccommend this. No worries about licensing, and
it's very flexible. At least I'm having fun.
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